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ABSTRACT
The robotic test stations of the considered design, operated at industrial plants, must
first perform the processes and tasks they have been intended for as required by manufacturing cost reduction. It is important that these processes are completed at minimum
power consumption. The paper presents the process of system parameter selection for
minimised power consumption with the example of an actual robotic test stand built
for manufacturing quality control of stators. The developed solutions were tested on a
real-life object and deployed on the measurement test stand.
Keywords: robot-operated station, guide vanes, working parameters, minimising
energy consumption.

INTRODUCTION
Production of aircraft engine parts and components has a long timeline in the supplier portfolio of orders. On the one hand, long lead time
orders on specific numbers of parts facilitate
long-term production planning and assure a certain financial stability of the supplier; on the other hand, the orders prevent product development
or increasing the number of manufactured components to boost profits. The only viable option
for boosting profits on production is to perform
the manufacturing process at the lowest possible
human labour intensity and power consumption.
This stimulates optimisation efforts which are directly translated into the economic results of the
business [6, 7, 8].
The paper presents the process of system parameter selection for minimised power consumption with the example of an actual robotic test stand
built for manufacturing quality control of stators
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[1, 2, 4]. The power consumption minimisation efforts included recording of process parameters and
the search for modifications of TCP velocities and
acceleration values to minimise power consumption without changing the processing time. To sum
up, the paper presents a task for minimising the
power consumption of the robotic test stand with
its processing time unchanged.
The robotic test stand this paper pertains to
is the property of the Research and Development
Laboratory for Aerospace Materials. The test
stand overview photograph is shown in Figure 1.
The research efforts contemplated herein have a
prospective use in the implementation of a similar
test unit at Pratt & Whitney Rzeszów Sp. z o.o.

PROPOSED SOLUTION CONCEPT
The process parameters that permit total power consumption by the robotic test stand system
were selected with an electric power relationship.
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Fig. 1. Robotic test stand for the inspection of stator
vane thickness

Electric power is the power of equipment
multiplied by the operating time of equipment.
The power is the product of the voltage and current drawn by the investigated system.
The robotic test stand features actuators that
are PM (Permanent Magnetic) motors, so given a
constant supply voltage of the test station, power
consumption can be read from the current draw.
The phenomenon of torque generation in electric
motors is caused by the effect of the Lorenz force
that depends on the current amps that flow through
the motor winding and which are within the magnetic field of neodymium magnets, as installed in
the robotic test stand. The torque generated by the
robot actuators is related to the definition of the
dynamics of the object and depends on the acceleration, velocity and motion resistance values.
To recapitulate, the changes in velocity and
acceleration of the robot TCP affect the driving
torque in the robot joints and the drive unit current
draw, which translates into the power consumption level. The proposed solution assumes an adjustment of the TCP motion parameters so that the
changes of velocity and acceleration at unchanged
motion times minimise the power consumption.
The figure below shows the concept of the
proposed solution. The robot TCP motion path is
from point P1 to P2 (Fig. 2). Fig. 3a and 3b show
the corresponding motion parameters.
Figure 3 shows the motion parameters (velocity Fig. 3a and acceleration Fig. 3c, the system
power consumption Fig. 3e, and the total power
Fig. 3g. The power consumption of the system

Fig. 2. Motion trajectory of the robot

can be reduced by changing the TCP motion parameters, i.e. increasing the velocity while reducing the acceleration (Fig. 3b, 3d, 3f, 3h). Note that
the time of travel from P1 to P2 remains constant.
It is contemplated herein that the robotic test
stand work cycle time is not extended.
To recapitulate, the sought motion, velocity
and acceleration parameters for the contemplated
robot TCP must minimise the system power consumption without changing the robotic test stand
work cycle time. This shall be done by minimising
acceleration and increasing the velocity of motion.

TEST RESULTS FOR THE ROBOTIC TEST
STAND
The robot TCP motion parameters were
changed in RobotStudio. The RAPID programming language for the robots produced by ABB
allows changing the motion velocity values, for
instance by adding a velocity value to forward
linear motion:
•• MOVEL P1 z10 V100 tool
This instruction means that the robot will
move from its current position to P1 at a velocity of 100 [mm/s]. The velocity value is saved
in a speed data variable. Aside from the TCP velocity value in [mm/s], the speed data variable
also includes the robot axis reorienting velocity
expressed as [°/s] and the external axis velocity
values, if defined. An alternative way of defining
velocity is to change it by a percentage value and
adding a limit, for instance by applying the following instruction:
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h)

Fig. 3. TCP motion parameters and robotic test station work parameters
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Fig. 4. Methods of defining acceleration

•• Vel Stel 50, 800;
The instruction will change all programmed
velocity values by 50%, and none of the instructed velocities will exceed 800 [mm/s].
Defining acceleration and deceleration in
RAPID can be done by defining the acceleration
percentage and the acceleration increment percentage. The method of changing the acceleration
values set with the function AccSet is shown in
Figure 4 [5].
Figure 4a shows the nominal acceleration values that are maximum to the given robotic test
stand design. Percentage changes of the values
are possible, for instance by applying the AccSet
function with parameters. The first parameter is
the limit of the nominal acceleration percentage
values. Figure 4b shows an example of reducing
the acceleration to 30% of the maximum acceleration. The second parameter is the acceleration increment rate. Figure 4c shows an example where
the acceleration increment is limited to 30% of
the standard value.

The system parameters and the kinematic
parameters of ABB robots running with the IRC
controller can be monitored with the RobotStudio software that features the Signal Analyzer application [3, 9]. This tool facilitates recording a
series of defined values at a speed of 40 Hz. The
registered parameter values can be monitored online on scaled graphs and saved to TXT or XLS
files. Figure 5 shows an example of the application window.
The entire program which handles the stator
vane thickness inspection process on the robotic
test stand has over 3,000 motion instructions, and
the program execution time is approximately 15
minutes. Hence, the method of acceleration and
velocity selection is demonstrated with a simplified real-life example (Fig. 2 and 3).
The method was applied by analogy to all
stages of motion of the actual test stand. The research work discussed here reduced the power
consumption level by 15% while keeping the test
stand cycle time below 15 minutes.

Fig. 5. Example of an application window in RobotStudio Signal Analyzer
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Figure 6a shows the registered chart of the
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after the parameter selection.
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